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Abstract

In this work we present a model to simulate container service of maritime transport on an international scale, considering the alternatives hub and spoke and point-to-point. Given the alternative hub and spoke, the choice of hub port is simulated. Several model specifications are proposed. An experimentation according to the independency of the two choices, maritime service and hub port, is carried out for the Mediterranean basin.
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1 Introduction

On an international and, especially, an intercontinental scale, freight transport via sea dominates other transport modes, as experimentally highlighted. While on an intracontinental scale, freight transport via railway is significant; on an intercontinental scale, it is not competitive. Therefore, on an intercontinental scale it is important to simulate the joint choice of transport mode/service and not only the choice of transport mode.

In most cases, the choices of container service and hub port (for transhipment service) are supposed to be independent and then probability choices are simulated according to a factorial approach. Positive results obtained according to this hypothesis shows how good this method is, even if, in order to consider the interaction between the two levels of choices, an approach simulating jointly mode/service and hub port could further improve the results.
In this work a model simulating the container maritime transport service on an international scale is proposed, considering the alternatives, hub and spoke and point-to-point. Once the alternative hub and spoke is given, the choice of hub port is simulated.

The work is part of a two-year research project financed by the Italian Ministry of University and Research, whose general objective is to define guidelines for the competitiveness of the Italian transhipment ports of Gioia Tauro, Cagliari and Taranto in the euro-Mediterranean context. Other specific lines of research concern the development, and the application to the Mediterranean area, of aggregate procedures [1] and models [2] to estimate the demand variables of container maritime transport, and of methods to evaluate the efficiency of container transhipment ports [3].

In section 2, a synthetic state of the art related to the maritime transport service choice models on an international scale is proposed; in section 3, the proposed model is specified; in sections 4 and 5, model calibrations for the two levels of choice obtained from an experimentation in the Mediterranean basin are reported; finally, in section 6, main conclusions and future objectives are presented.

2 State of the art on freight modal choice model on an international scale

The displacements on an international scale had a significant growth in the last two decades, due to large multinationals, which, in order to take advantage of raw materials and cheap labour, have preferred to locate manufacturing plants at a considerable distance from the places of consumption.

Haralambides and Veenstra [4] propose three approaches to simulate freight demand on an international scale:

- the first approach follows the standard theory of international trade [5] which allows the indirect inclusion of transportation costs and it is based on the Ricardian principle of competitive advantage [6];
- the second approach relies on an aggregate cost function for a given industrial sector, from which a demand function for shipping is derived [7];
- the third approach is based on spatial interaction models to estimate trade flows [8–10]: the outgoing flows from the origin zone divide up the destination zones proportionately inversely with distance.

In the first approach, a more direct relationship between the international movement of freight and transportation costs is offered by Bougheas et al. [11]. The authors analyze the impact of infrastructure in a Ricardian model of bilateral trade which includes the transport cost: in the model, the infrastructure is a technology that reduces the cost (the authors assume that transport costs are inversely proportional to the level of infrastructure).

Input-output models are also used for freight transport demand estimation, both on interregional and international levels, as an extension of the third
approach. These models are a generalization of the model proposed by Isard [12] and subsequently developed for freight transport demand [13]. In order to simulate trade between different zones, a Multi-Regional Input Output model (MRIO) with constant coefficients could be used.

Regarding transport mode choice, our literature survey highlighted the absence of models that simulate the transport mode/service and the path choices on an international scale, since, in most cases, models are referred to regional areas [14].

Coto-Millan et al. [15], for example, propose a theoretical model explaining the behaviour of imports and exports of goods by ship for a particular economy, such as the Spanish one. On this scale, the maritime transport, as first mentioned, is predominant in comparison with the other modal choice alternatives. As a result, it is necessary to simulate the choice of service, inside the maritime transport mode, with respect to modal choice, generally considered on the other territorial scales.

A mode-service choice model on a euro-Mediterranean scale is proposed by Russo and Assumma [2, 16]. The model specifies four choice alternatives: container ship, solid bulk ship, liquid bulk ship and roll-on – roll off ship. Monetary cost and travel time are introduced as attributes of the level of service for each mode-service. Among the level of service attributes, the specific attributes of alternative (ASA) or modal preference can be included, taking into account the characteristics of each mode not evaluated quantitatively.

Concerning maritime services, the market offers two different services: point-to-point and transhipment. The choice of transhipment service implies the identification of the hub port.

A model of hub port choice is proposed by Park and Lim [17]. They analyse the factors causing an increase of container handling in Busan port. Veldman and Buckmann [18] analyse the competitiveness among container ports in Northern Europe.

A detailed state of the art is reported in Russo et al. [19, 20].

3 Specification of the choice model of service-mode and hub port

In this work a choice model of container service of maritime transport on an international scale is proposed, between the alternatives hub and spoke and point-to-point, and, given the hub and spoke alternative, of the hub port. These models are downstream of the freight demand models at international scale such as those proposed in Russo and Assumma [2, 16].

For the generic alternative of joint choice m a function of generalized utility $U_m=f(U_{m,\text{serv}}, U_{m,\text{hub}})$ is proposed; the function includes two parts:

- $U_{m,\text{serv}}$, related to the attributes of main transport service $m,\text{serv}$;
- $U_{m,\text{hub}}$, related to the attributes of hub port, for main transport service hub and spoke, equal to zero for main transport service point-to-point.
This function can be specified considering the different relation among the level of choice (hierarchical or factorial) and different hypothesis on random residual distributions. They generate models classified into two main classes:

- models characterized by choice probabilities expressed in closed forms (e.g. generalized extreme value models, GEV, and their specifications Multinomial Logit and Nested Logit);
- models characterized by simulated probability choice (e.g. Probit and Mixed Logit models).

In this work the choice model is specified supposing that service choice and hub port are independent and then user choice process could be specified according to a factorial approach.

We also assume that there is independence in the choice of port for each path o/d travelled by the same ship around the world. A different assumption can regard the sequential choice in respect to previous decisions [21, 22].

Formally, utility function of generic alternative $m, hub$ is expressed as:

$$U_{m, hub} = V_{m, hub} + \varepsilon_{m, hub} = V_{m, hub} + \eta_{m, serv} + \tau_{m, hub/m, serv}$$

with

- $V_{m, hub}$ part of systematic utility related to the hub port choice;
- $\eta_{m, serv}$ part of random residuals related to group $m, serv$;
- $\tau_{m, serv/hub}$ part of random residuals related to hub port.

If we consider the sequential approach [21, 22] the utility function will be:

$$U_{m, hub}(t) = V_{m, hub(t)/m, hub(t-1)} + \varepsilon_{m, hub(t)} = V_{m, hub(t)/m, hub(t-1)} + \eta_{m, serv(t)} + \tau_{m, hub(t)/m, hub(t-1)} + \tau_{m, hub(t)/m, serv(t)}$$

where

- $V_{m, hub(t)/m, hub(t-1)}V_{hub(t)} = f(V_{m, serv(t)}, V_{hub(t-1)})$ shows the relation between hub port choice in time $t$ respect to the previous choice in time $t-1$;
- $\tau_{m, hub(t)/m, hub(t-1)}$ part of random residuals related to dependence between hub port choice in time $t$ and $t-1$;
- $\tau_{m, hub(t)/m, serv(t)}$. part of random residuals related to dependence between hub port choice and type of maritime service in time $t$.

Attributes considered in the choice of hub port are aggregated in classes; for each class we recall main of these:

- **Port location**
  - minimum deviation from the direct route between Suez and Gibraltar;
  - distance from the geographic center of the Mediterranean basin;
  - distance from the economic center of the Mediterranean basin;
• Infrastructural characteristics
  o depth of the dock ports;
  o length of the docks to class in depth;
  o size of the square
• Equipment characteristics
  o number of cranes compatible with the size of the ship;
• Service characteristics
  o qualified staff;
  o productivity (time while the ship is in port, the sum of the waiting time for berthing and time spent in dock);
  o continuing time;
  o efficiency of public services (customs, financial police, ASL, etc.).

The assumption of independence introduced between service choice and hub port allows us to subdivide the systematic utility related to a pair “m,serv m,hub” in a part related exclusively to the service choice and in a part related to the join choice service-hub:

\[ V_{m,hub} = V_{m, hub} + V_{m, serv} \]

with

- \( V_{m, hub} \) part of systematic utility related to the hub port choice;
- \( V_{m, serv} \) part of systematic utility related to the service choice.

\( V_{m, serv} \) is function, in general, of attributes related to the service and to the freight class, and of alternative specific attributes; among which:

- \( T_{m, serv} \) travel time for a ship which directly link the generic pair of origin/destination (o/d) ports;
- \( C_{m, serv} \) unitary transport cost of a container;
- \( Cl \) attribute function of class of freight;
- \( ASA \) alternative specific attribute.

If we suppose that the user choice process can be specified according to a factorial approach with a Gumbel distribution of random residuals, it is possible to specify the probability to choose the joint alternative “m,serv m,hub” as:

\[ p(m) = p(m, serv, m, hub) = p(m, serv) \cdot p(m, hub) = \]

\[ = \frac{\exp[V_{m, serv} / \theta_0]}{\sum_{m, serv} \{V_{m, serv} / \theta_0\}} \cdot \frac{\exp[V_{m, hub} / \theta]}{\sum_{m, hub} \exp[V_{m, hub} / \theta]} \]

The following section proposes the specification and calibration of service and hub port choice probabilities.
4 Calibration of the choice probability of service mode

The calibration of the proposed model, reported in this section, refers to an experiment carried out in the Mediterranean basin, where it is reasonable to assume that service and hub port choices are independent and that therefore the decision-making process can be expressed according to a factorial approach.

For the mode service choice, considered alternatives are:
- point-to-point (PP);
- hub and spoke (TR);

The proposed specification of utility function for $V_{m, serv}$ is reported in the following for the alternatives point-to-point (PP) and hub and spoke (TR):

$$
V_{PP} = \beta_1 + \beta_2 \cdot T_{PP} + \beta_3 \cdot C_{PP} + \beta_4 \cdot Dep \\
V_{TR} = \beta_2 \cdot T_{TR} + \beta_3 \cdot C_{TR} + \beta_5 \cdot Short_{Feeder}
$$

where

- $T_{PP}$ travel time for a ship with capacity equal to 4,000 containers that directly links the generic pair of origin/destination (o/d) ports;
- $T_{TR}$ total time, in days, required to link a pair o/d ports, using a transhipment port where containers are transferred from one feeder ship to a mother ship; it was assumed that the capacity of the feeder ship is of 2,000 TEU and that of the mother ship of 10,000 TEU;
- $C_{PP}$ unit cost, in dollars, for the transport of a container that travels on a ship of 4,000 TEUs, which directly link a pair of ports o/d;
- $C_{TR}$ unit cost, in dollars, for the transport of a container that travels on a 2,000 TEU ship, during the route from the port of origin to the port of transhipment, and on a 10,000 TEU ship, during the route from the port of transhipment to the port destination; the cost is the sum of the cost of sea travel and the cost of stay of ships in the port of transhipment;
- $Dep$ dummy variable that is a equal to 1 if the type of goods transported is perishable, zero otherwise;
- $Short_{Feeder}$ dummy variable that is a equal to 1 if the distance travelled by the feeder ship is less than 20% of the total distance, zero otherwise;
- $\beta_1...\beta_5$ attribute parameters.

For the model calibration, level of service attributes are estimated considering specific supply models, with cost functions related to travel time and cost [23–26], which are focused on in some cases. For all the shipments to and from the
Mediterranean basin belonging to the sample, travel times (port-port and ship’s stay in port) and operating costs for transporting a TEU were calculated.

The model was calibrated in a disaggregated way, by means of a sample of 727 observations of shipments between pairs of ports.

The results (Table 1) show that the calibrated parameter values are significant and have correct sign, as regards time and cost. It is worth to highlight the importance of parameter $Dep$, for the alternative point-to-point. It expresses the willingness to choose this service for perishable freight and it represents the need to reduce the time and number of stops at the risk of unusable goods. The parameter $Short_{feeder}$ is also important, expressing the willingness to choose the transhipment service if the distances with feeder vessel are less than 20% of the total distance travelled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modal</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>1,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>PP, TR</td>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>PP, TR</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>-0,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Short_{feeder}$</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>2,025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N. of observations | 727       |
| Rho$^2$            | 0,280     |

The calibrated models are able to reproduce the current choices and they can be used to forecast the effects of different scenarios. The scenarios are related to the characteristics of port facilities and to services and routes supplied by shipping companies.

5 Calibration of the choice probability of hub port

This section reports a specification of the hub port choice model and the calibrations obtained as a result of an experiment carried out in the Mediterranean basin.

The considered alternatives for the choice of port hub are 19 and they are characterized by the higher number of container handled in the Mediterranean basin.

The model has a structure which is similar to the distribution models, enabling to estimate the choice probability of a port hub between the available destinations.

The systematic utility, $V_{m,hub}$, is a function of attributes related to each hub port.

The choice of a hub port by a shipping company depends on several factors, such as the socio-economic characteristics of the area to which the port belongs, the geographical location and the physical characteristics.

A possible specification for the hub port choice, including those in the Mediterranean basin, is the following:
\[ V_{m,\text{hub}} = \beta_1 \cdot \text{Ba}_i + \beta_2 \cdot \text{Km}_i + \beta_3 \cdot \text{Ngru}_i + \beta_4 \cdot \text{Cap}_i + \beta_5 \cdot \text{Soc}_i + \beta_6 \cdot \text{Pop}_i \]

with

- \( \text{Ba}_i \): length of the docks with high depth for considered port \( i \), expressed in km;
- \( \text{Km}_i \): minimum distance of port \( i \) from the Suez - Gibraltar route, in km;
- \( \text{Ngru}_i \): number of cranes in port \( i \);
- \( \text{Cap}_i \): capacity of the yards, in TEU;
- \( \text{Soc}_i \): dummy variable equal to 1 if economic, social and safety conditions in the port \( i \) are standard;
- \( \text{Pop}_i \): dummy variable equal to 1 if the population of city in which port is located is more than 1 million of inhabitants, equal to 0 otherwise;
- \( \beta_1, ..., \beta_6 \): attribute parameters.

Attributes used for the model calibration (length docks, crane number, capacity of squares, etc.) were obtained from the database built in the behalf of research project mentioned in the introduction, whose results are reported in [27, 28]. Each port has also been associated with the number of TEUs handled in a year.

The model is calibrated by means of an aggregate approach [29], using data application on the quantity of TEUs handled in a year in the ports. We recall Russo and Vitetta [30] for the calibration of link cost functions by reverse assignment.

The results obtained (Table 2) show the importance of geographic location of each port (\( \text{Km}_i \)) and of the ownership of competitive infrastructures. In particular, it highlights the weight of the attribute related to the number of gantry cranes (\( \text{Ngru}_i \)), having a greater allocation of quay cranes for moving a greater number of TEUs, and this has an impact on costs and productivity in the economies of scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Ba} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Km} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Ngru} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Cap} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>TEU</td>
<td>7.390E-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Soc} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Pop} )</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>-0.875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G: generic alternative.

The results show the importance of the parameter \( \text{Soc}_i \), with positive sign, confirming that safe working conditions and satisfactory welfare are related to an increase in production in the port. This is the case, for example, of Algeciras and Gioia Tauro, among the main Mediterranean ports. The parameter \( \text{Pop}_i \), with negative sign, allows extrapolating the regional port effect, in order to consider only the rate of flow of transhipment that arrives or leaves each port. It is the
case of the port of Valencia, where over 3 million TEUs are handled in a year, of which, however, only 34% are of transhipment.

6 Conclusion and future perspectives

In this work a general utility function for service/mode choice and for hub port choice on an international scale is proposed. At this scale, the sea is basically the only alternative transport mode, for which it should simulate the choice of service in this mode, compared to the traditional selection procedures adopted at national and regional spatial scales.

As part of the alternative sea-container it is necessary to identify the type of service used, and, in the case of scenario with transhipment, what is the hub port used.

Assuming independent choices, using a set of data on shipments between ports and container handling, an experiment for the Mediterranean basin has been proposed.

The calibrated models allowed reproduction of the current choices, both in terms of choice of mode/service, as part of the alternative containers, both in terms of choice of port hub.

The future objectives concern the models application for simulating the effects of different scenarios, which will consider different configurations of characteristics of port facilities and of services and routes supplied by shipping companies. Moreover, different hypothesis of random residual distribution will be tested, considering the sequential dynamic approach, both with Logit [31, 32] and with Probit [21] specifications.
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